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 * Network monitor. It shows the network statistics, such as the number of devices connected and the number of packets
transferred. * Media test. This program allows you to test the audio and video quality of the wireless network. * Disconnect.

Automatically disconnects the user from the network when the connection is lost. * Anti-spoofing. Analyzes the packets and can
determine if they are from a wireless device or a computer. * Statistics. The software shows various graphs and statistics of the

traffic on the network. * Range. It shows the wireless range of the network. * Timer. It allows you to set the time when the
software will be active. * Manage. Manages network security, Wi-Fi devices, network profiles, and connection settings. *

Network map. Displays the entire wireless network in a map format. * Alarm. Shows the Wi-Fi network settings and changes in
wireless network. * Network monitor & range. It will monitor the network in a map format and display the WiFi signal strength

in dBm, the number of connections and the number of packets transferred. * Network monitor & scan. It will monitor the
network in a map format and display the WiFi signal strength in dBm, the number of connections and the number of packets

transferred. * Network monitor & analysis. It will monitor the network in a map format and display the WiFi signal strength in
dBm, the number of connections and the number of packets transferred. ## Supported file formats * WPA-PSK password *
WPA-EAP password * WPA-MSCHAP v2 password * WPA-MSCHAP v2 nonce * WPA-MSCHAP v2 challenge * WPA-

EAP SHA1-PSK password * WPA-EAP SHA1-MSCHAP v2 password * WPA-EAP SHA1-MSCHAP v2 nonce * WPA-EAP
SHA1-MSCHAP v2 challenge * WPA-EAP MD5 password * WPA-EAP MD5-MSCHAP v2 password * WPA-EAP

MD5-MSCHAP v2 nonce * WPA-EAP MD5-MSCHAP v2 challenge * WPA2-PSK password * WPA2-EAP password *
WPA2-E 82157476af
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